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Head-to-Toe Plates
on $1 FRBNs

T HE PROBLEM OF INVERTED BACKS ON LARGE
size notes was a nuisance to Bureau of Engraving

and Printing personnel. One solution was to reach
into the past and reinstitute an idea that had been
used to print the last of the fractional currency issues.
Fractional currency production also had been
plagued by inverted backs.

The idea was to arrange the notes on one side of
the plate with their tops facing one direction, and
those on the other half facing the other direction.
Both the face and back plates were made with such
head-to-toe layouts. This arrangement allowed for
invert-free production whenever sheets were acciden-
tally rotated 180 degrees during production.

The idea was instituted at a time when there was
a mix of four- and eight-subject presses. The innova-
tion was used only on the eight-subject presses, and
only on eight-subject plates for the most commonly
used classes and denominations.

Federal Reserve Bank Notes with inverted backs

have always been popular among collectors. The first
head-to-toe $1 FRBN back plates were certified for
use September 19, 1918. The last of the $1 FRBN head
to head back plates were certified the day before. The
changeover plate numbers were 162/163.

Gradually the use of head to head plates were
phased out for the denominations and series utilizing
head-to-toe plates. The supply of inverted backs thus
ceased for the most heavily printed type notes.

The same idea could have been used on four-sub-
ject plates. Here the top two notes would face one
way, and the bottom two the other. Probably the rea-
son the idea wasn't employed on them was that the
serial numbering machines would have had to have
been rebuilt to handle the new layout.

Interesting too is that the head-to-toe arrange-
ment never was adopted for regular small note pro-
duction in any plate format. Consequently, inverted
backs reappeared on all classes and denominations in
1928! They are still with us.
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Head-to-toe arrangement of subjects on $1 FRBN back plate 163
designed to avoid inverted back errors.
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